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Many neglect patients show deficits in the mental representation of their contralesional
body side or body parts, termed personal neglect. These deficits include impairments
in identifying body parts on schematic drawings of human bodies. Limb activation and
alertness cues have been shown to modulate neglect transiently, and are effective
treatments for several symptoms of the neglect syndrome. Here, we tested on eight
patients with right-hemispheric stroke and left-sided spatial neglect whether these two
techniques modulate deficits in the mental representation of hands, assessed with a
hand-test in which the subjects had to decide whether a depicted schematic hand
belongs to the left or right side of the human body. The results showed that neglect
patients made marginally significant (p = 0.065) more errors in left-hand-decisions than
right-hand-decisions, indicating a neglect-specific disorder. Moreover, we found that
left-sided limb activation but not non-lateralized alertness cueing (a loud noise immediately
before patients made their perceptual decision) significantly reduced misidentifications
for depicted left hands as compared to baseline. No effect of any intervention was
observed on error rates for depicted right hands. We conclude that the amelioration of
the performance in the hand task is modulated by the activation of the body schema or
other body representations through left-sided limb activation.
Keywords: personal neglect, body schema, representational neglect, body representational neglect, limb
activation, phasic alerting, treatment, rehabilitation

INTRODUCTION
Neglect as a failure to report, respond, or orient to contralesional stimuli (Heilman et al., 2000) may affect extrapersonal
or personal space. Many of these patients fail to use or recognize the contralesional side of their body, an impairment which
is termed personal neglect (Adair et al., 1995) or body representational neglect (Glocker et al., 2006). Personal neglect is frequently
observed after lesions of the right hemisphere, but also after left
hemispheric lesions (Groh-Bordin et al., 2009). The incidence is
estimated to be up to about 45% in right hemispheric damaged
patients, depending on the study and the used assessment instrument (Bisiach et al., 1986; Zoccolotti and Judica, 1991; Bowen
et al., 2005; Groh-Bordin et al., 2009; Baas et al., 2011).
Personal neglect has been considered to be the origin of, or
to be closely associated with, several neglect related impairments,
including unilateral premotor deficits (Heilman et al., 1985), the
misrepresentation of extrapersonal space (Bisiach, 1993; Umilta,
1995), and the disruption of the body-centered reference system
(Karnath, 1994). However, although extrapersonal and personal
impairments are often observed together as a symptom cluster in
neglect patients, some studies using tests developed to assess personal neglect specifically like the Fluff-Test (Cocchini et al., 2001)
the Vest Test (Glocker et al., 2006), or the Comb-and-Razor-Test
(Beschin and Robertson, 1997; McIntosh et al., 2000) have found
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evidence of a double dissociation of these symptoms, both on the
behavioral and anatomical level (Bisiach et al., 1986; Zoccolotti
and Judica, 1991; Bowen et al., 2005; Committeri et al., 2007; Baas
et al., 2011). Therefore, personal neglect seems to be only one
aspect of the multifactorial heterogenous neglect syndrome that
has been shown to occur in several sensory modalities and may
also include motor neglect.
Disorders associated with body representational neglect
include impairments of identifying body parts on schematic
drawings of human bodies. As a possible origin of these impairments, some authors (Coslett, 1998; Baas et al., 2011) suggested
an impaired mental body schema, respectively, a reduced access
to this schema, which can be understood as a three-dimensional,
dynamic representation of the spatial and biomechanical features
of the own body (Coslett, 1998; Gallagher, 1998). Some authors
postulate this mechanism to be responsible for the cortical representation of the trunk surface (Berlucchi and Aglioti, 1997)
and peripersonal space (Graziano and Gross, 1998), whereas
Cardinali et al. (2009) pointed out that peripersonal space and the
body schema might be tightly related but distinct concepts with
different sensory inputs (vision, audition, and touch vs. proprioception, kinesthetic, and touch), functional properties (defensive movements and voluntary actions vs. unconscious body
knowledge for action), and neural mechanisms (parieto-frontal
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bimodal neurons vs. prefrontal and parietal cortex). Furthermore,
other authors distinguish these space and action-related concepts
from a semantic and lexical representation of the body (body
part names, functions, and relations with objects), termed body
image (Coslett et al., 2002; Schwoebel and Coslett, 2005). Even if
the psychological validity of the concept “body schema” and the
number of different body representations can be debated (Bisiach,
1993; Cardinali et al., 2009), there are several studies that support
this concept (as defined above) with evidence (McCloskey, 1978;
Lackner, 1988; Iriki et al., 1996; Maravita et al., 2003; Mussap
and Salton, 2006). Moreover, the debates about the psychological validity of this concept may have in part been provoked
by the inconsistent use of the term “body schema” in different
studies (Poeck and Orgass, 1971; Gallagher, 1998; for a recent
view on this topic see Berlucchi and Aglioti, 2010). For example,
both body representational neglect and apraxia (Schwoebel et al.,
2004) after left-hemispheric lesions are based on the concept of a
body schema. Both disorders are associated with impaired knowledge about body parts, their position in space, and their spatial
relationship. However, Groh-Bordin et al. (2009) found that the
two disorders form a double dissociation at the behavioral and
anatomical level.
Several studies indicated that healthy subjects use their own
body schema to decide whether a depicted body part belongs to
the left or the right side of the body (Cooper and Shepard, 1975;
Sekiyama, 1982; Parsons, 1987a,b, 1994). For example, Parsons
(1994) showed that the actual observer’s own position affects the
speed with which the observer can decide whether a depicted
rotated hand (the palm or the back of a hand) is a left or a right
hand. In his study, the subjects’ reaction times for the left or
right hand judgments were similar to the time the participants
needed for a real movement of their own hand into the requested
position. Therefore, it can be concluded that humans make those
left-right judgments of displayed hands by mentally rotating the
representation of their own hands (Cooper and Shepard, 1975;
Sekiyama, 1982; Parsons, 1987b). Interestingly, Coslett (1998)
found that patients with personal neglect are impaired in identifying depicted left-sided body parts. The patients were asked
to name photographs of left or right hands. They labeled the
right hand drawings more reliably than those of the left hand.
In contrast, control patients without neglect did not name the
left hands with a reduced reliability. Coslett (1998) concluded,
that the impairment of patients with body neglect in identifying
left hands is related to a disturbed schema of the left half of the
body. In a recent study Baas et al. (2011) replicated this finding.
Furthermore, judging errors for left hands were the best predictor
of personal neglect compared to other variables like extrapersonal
neglect, somatosensory or motor impairments, or deficits in the
representation of the left-sided extrapersonal space. The results of
Coslett (1998) and Baas et al. (2011) can be explained by the findings of Parsons et al. (Parsons and Fox, 1998; Parsons et al., 1998)
according to which sensorimotor representations of the body or
body parts are controlled by areas in the hemisphere contralateral to the limb. Therefore, it is plausible that lesions of these
brain areas affect the mental simulation of movements that are
associated with the correct identification of left or right hands.
In summary, it can be hypothesized that the disruption of, or
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a reduced access to the actual representation of the own body
features, the body schema, is responsible for the impairment of
patients with body neglect in identifying left hands.
Based on different explanations of the neglect syndrome, several treatments have been developed and evaluated in the last
decades (for review see Kerkhoff, 2003; Kerkhoff and Schenk,
2012). Most of them aim to modulate the rightward bias in spatial attention and exploration of neglect patients by providing
additional sensory or motor input. One of these bottom-up treatments is limb activation. During limb activation, the patient is
asked to make limb movements with their contralesional arm
while performing spatial tasks. These movements reduce neglect
symptoms, including motor impairments (Robertson et al.,
2002), visual and sensory neglect (Robertson and North, 1993),
and motor extinction (Robertson and North, 1994). Robertson
and North (Robertson and North, 1992, 1993) favor the active
movement of limbs to be the critical factor that alleviates neglect
symptoms. Unfortunately, as many stroke patients suffer from
paresis of the contralesional limbs or the whole contralesional
side of the body, active limb activation is no appropriate treatment for a large group of patients. However, a few studies have
shown that passive limb movements can improve neglect signs as
well (Ladavas et al., 1997; Frassinetti et al., 2001; Harding and
Riddoch, 2009). Several studies have shown that specifically the
position of the left hand (which has to be placed in the left hemispace) rather than the active movement seems to be the critical
factor to ameliorate neglect symptoms in the peri-personal space
(Halligan et al., 1991; Robertson and North, 1993; Ladavas et al.,
1997; Frassinetti et al., 2001). Therefore, the effects of passive as
well as of active limb activation on neglect can be traced back
to the additional (sensory) proprioceptive input which the limb
movement provides.
Several attentional systems can be affected in neglect (Van
Vleet et al., 2011). In addition to the pathological rightward bias
in spatial attention, neglect patients often show an impaired nonspatial tonic alertness which is associated with large lesions of
the right hemisphere including frontal areas (Wilkins et al., 1987;
Pardo et al., 1991; Whitehead, 1991; Shallice et al., 2008). Several
studies provided evidence supporting the idea that both attentional systems are closely linked and that impairments in tonic
alertness may enhance the spatial bias of neglect patients to the
right (Posner, 1993; Robertson et al., 1995, 1997, 1998; Sturm
et al., 2006). Consequently, it is plausible that central alerting
cues may alleviate spatial neglect. Robertson et al. (1998) examined this theory by having their patients make temporal order
judgments whereby a left-sided, visually presented bar was preceded or followed by a similar bar presented on the right side.
Neglect patients tend to perceive the right-sided stimuli first even
when this stimulus was in fact preceded by the stimulus on their
left side. Robertson and colleagues (1998) found that presenting
a loud (centrally presented) noise just before patients take their
decision will reduce this spatial bias.
In summary, there is ample evidence showing that limb activation and phasic alerting modulate a variety of visual or sensory
deficits in patients with left-sided neglect. But what about deficits
that are associated with body neglect? Studies evaluating effects
of limb activation or alertness cueing on body neglect related
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symptoms, such as a disturbed body schema, are not available to
the best of our knowledge, although body neglect is not an infrequent phenomenon after brain damage (Glocker et al., 2006). In
the present study, we examined whether these two treatments
have the potential to modulate the disturbed body schema of
patients with personal neglect.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

the patients. From two patients (Pt. 4 and 8) radiological images
were no longer available for lesion mapping. All participants were
informed of the experimental protocol which was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki II and gave their written informed consent prior to their participation in the study.
The study was approved by the ethics committee of the LudwigsMaximilian-Universität, München/Germany, Project Nr. 352-09
in November 2009.

PATIENTS

Eight patients (Mean age = 61.1 years; SD = 12.1) with righthemispheric stroke and moderate to severe left-sided visual
neglect (assessed with four conventional neglect screening tests,
namely paragraph reading test, horizontal line-bisection, number cancellation and drawing figures; for details see Utz et al.,
2011) were included. All patients also showed moderate to severe
left-sided body neglect (see Table 1), assessed with the standardized vest test (see Glocker et al., 2006; Groh-Bordin et al., 2009).
This test requires the blindfolded patient to search for 24 objects
(12 on either trunk side) placed in pockets on the front side of a
vest she/he wears, using his/her ipsilesional hand. The subject is
required to search as quickly as possible for all objects and handle
them to the experimenter. Normative values are available from 25
healthy subjects performing the test with their right hand, and 25
healthy subjects performing the test with their left hand (Glocker
et al., 2006).
The mean interval from stroke to testing was 9.8 weeks
(SD = 5.7). All subjects had a decimal visual acuity of at least
0.70 (20/30 Snellen equivalent) for the near viewing distance
of 0.4 m (see Table 1 for clinical and demographic details). Brain
lesions were confirmed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
or computed tomography (CT) scans, and lesioned areas were
mapped onto a standard MRI template using MRIcro software
(Rorden and Brett, 2000). Figure 2 shows lesion maps of six of

HAND TEST

The hand-test used in the present study was developed based on
the studies of Cooper and Shepard (1975); Parsons (1994); Coslett
(1998). The stimuli included 24 schematic line drawings of the
palm or the back of left or right human hands (see Figure 1).
The stimuli (only one at a time) were presented centrally on a 15
computer screen in randomized order. The patients were asked to
decide whether the drawing depicted a left or a right human hand
and they were instructed to imagine their own hand to facilitate
the identification of the drawings. The response time was not limited. To rule out visual comparisons of the own and the depicted
hands, the hands of the patients were covered with a black blanket.
The patients’ verbal responses were recorded by one examiner. No
feedback of their performance was given to the patient in any of
the experimental conditions.
LIMB ACTIVATION AND ALERTNESS CUEING

The patients sat in front of the computer screen with their
eyes aligned with the center of the screen. For the passive-limbactivation intervention we adopted the protocol from the study of
Frassinetti et al. (2001). During the assessment period the lower
left arm of the patient was continuously stretched and flexed passively by an examiner up to a 45◦ angle and with a frequency
of about 1.5 movements per second. The palm of the hand was

Table 1 | Clinical and demographic data of the eight patients with left visual neglect after a single vascular lesion of the right hemisphere.
Patient

Age, sex

Etiology

Localization

Weeks post

Body neglect

Reading

lesion

(omissions L-R

omissions

Figure copy

Line bisection

Number
cancellation

side)
13

12/7

−

−

−

−

7

8/1

+

+

−

−

11

12/7

−

−

+

−

∗

4

10/4

−

−

−

−

MCI

BG, FL

7

8/5

−

+

−

−

65, W

MCI

∗

23

7/5

−

−

−

−

7

64, M

MCI

BG, TL, PL

5

4/4

−

−

−

−

8

39, M

MCI

BG

8

9/8

−

−

−

−

Mean

61.1 years

9.8 weeks

8/8 − 7/8*

7/8

6/8

7/8

8/8

impaired

impaired

impaired

impaired

1

60, M

MCI, ACI

FL, TL, PL

2

60, W

MCI

Th

3

81, W

MCI

FL, TL, PL

4

68, W

MCI

5

52, W

6

impaired

Abbreviations: MCI, middle cerebral artery infarction; ACI, anterior cerebral artery infarction; BG, basal ganglia; Th, Thalamus; FL, Frontal Lobe; TL, Temporal Lobe;
PL, Parietal Lobe; ∗ , No imaging available. Neglect screening tests: −, impaired; +, normal performance. Reading omissions: Paragraph reading of a 150 word
reading test (normal cutoff max two omissions). Figure copy: Left sided omissions or distortions. Line bisection: normal cutoff max 5 mm deviation to the right.
Number cancellation: normal cutoff: max two omissions on the left side (for details see Utz et al., 2011). Body neglect test: Vest test (see Glocker et al., 2006), cutoff
scores: max three omissions for left/right side (from 12 targets on each trunk side); ∗Eight from eight patients were impaired for the left vest test side, seven from
eight patients were impaired for the right vest side, but with a less marked impairment.
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FIGURE 1 | Examples of hand stimuli. The schematic drawing could
depict the palm or the back of a left or a right hand. Hands were shown as
single stimulus (see Materials and Methods).

oriented toward the patient. The elbow of the arm rested on the
table in front of the patient on the left side of space, the upper
arm, and the trunk forming an angel of about 35–55◦ . As noted
above, the moving left arm was covered with a black blanket and
the right arm rested without any movement and invisible for the
patient under the table on his right leg. The limb activation began
5 min before the hand-test task.
For the alertness-cueing intervention we adopted the protocol from the study by Robertson et al. (1998). The alertness
cue (2200 Hz, 65–80 dB, 350 ms duration) was presented 1000 ms
before the presentation of every visual stimulus via an external
loudspeaker which was connected to the PC used for the visual
stimulus presentation. To prevent spatial cueing the acoustic cue
was presented from a central position relative to the observer’s
body midline in 0.80 m distance.
The patients were instructed to identify immediately after the
presentation of the visual stimulus whether the picture represented a left or a right hand.
All experimental conditions were implemented in a randomized order to rule out sequence or test adaptation effects. The
visual neglect tests were assessed at the beginning of the first
and at the end of the second session. The whole experiment was
realized within one week in two sessions of about one hour each.

RESULTS
A T-test for repeated measurements (one-tailed) revealed
a marginally significant difference between left- and righthand-judgments in the baseline measurement [T(7) = 1.710;
p = 0.065]. An ANOVA for repeated measurements with the factors Treatment (Baseline, Limb Activation, Alertness Cueing) and
Hand-Side (schematic pictures of left or right hands) revealed
a significant effect of Treatment [F(2, 14) = 3.951; p = 0.044,
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η2p = 0.361] and a marginally significant effect of Hand-Side
[F(1, 7) = 5.029; p = 0.060; η2p = 0.418]. The Treatment ×
Hand-Side interaction [F(2, 14) = 1.047; p = 0.377; η2p = 0.130]
was not significant. Subsequent T-Tests for repeated measurements were computed for a more specific examination of the
treatment effects for each hand-side separately. For left hands the
analysis (one tailed) revealed a significant reduction in decision
errors for Limb Activation [T(7) = 2.200; p = 0.032; d = 0.77],
but not for Alertness Cueing [T(7) = 0.659; p = 0.265; d = 0.23]
compared to the Baseline. There was also a significant difference between the two treatments Limb Activation and Alertness
Cueing [T(7) = −2.570; p = 0.037; d = 0.91; two-tailed]. For the
right side, T-Tests revealed no significant differences between any
of the conditions. Results are depicted in Figure 3.
T-Tests for repeated measurements revealed no significant
differences between the first and the second assessment of the
visual neglect paragraph reading test [left-sided word omissions; T(7) = 1.24; p = 0.25], horizontal line-bisection deviation
[T(7) = −0.16; p = 0.89] and number cancellation [left-sided
omissions; T(7) = −0.89; p = 0.40].

DISCUSSION
In this study, we examined to which extent limb activation and
alertness cueing can modulate signs of personal neglect assessed
with a schematic hand discrimination task (left vs. right hand
judgment). Unfortunately, there was only a marginal significant
higher error rate for the identification of left hands as contrasted
to depicted right hands. However, as the p-value (0.065) is close
to the significance level of p = 0.05 our finding can cautiously
be interpreted in line with the findings of Coslett (1998) and
Baas et al. (2011) that neglect patients show a deficit in the identification of left hands related to their disorder. Several studies
support the theory that subjects use their own body schema to
identify depicted body parts, specifically hands. Therefore, the
deficit of the participating patients in identifying left hands can
be interpreted in favor of an impaired left-sided body schema
(Coslett, 1998) for the left body side or in terms of a reduced
access to this body representation of their left side. Another possible explanation is that patients with personal neglect principally
could use their (unimpaired) body schema for hand identifications and simply do not use it because of their attentional neglect
for the left side. Alternatively, it may be also hypothesized that this
effect could be due to activation of other body representations
beyond the body schema, i.e., body image, or motor imagery.
This might explain why the body schema—which is typically
conceived as an “unconscious” body representation—was modulated although our patients were explicitly (hence consciously)
instructed to imagine their hands during the experiment.
Even if the effect of Hand-Side was only marginally significant and there was no significant interaction of Hand-Side
× Treatment observable, we think that three significant effects
are noteworthy because they possibly indicate an advantage of
limb activation over alertness cueing in manipulating the disturbed identification of left hands in neglect. First, there was a
significant main effect of Treatment indicating that the identification of depicted hands can be manipulated. Second, subsequent
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FIGURE 2 | Lesion Maps for 6 out of 8 Patients with Visuospatial Neglect, Plotted onto a Normal Template Brain Using MRIcro Software (Rorden and
Brett, 2000). Affected areas (translucent gray) are plotted onto axial slices, with numbers indicating Z -coordinates in Talairach space.
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statistical power of our small sample, these hypotheses require
further evaluation in subsequent studies with larger sample size.
These results would not only be of theoretical interest, but
potentially also of clinical relevance. Passive limb activation has
been found to decrease different neglect symptoms, particularly visual neglect (Ladavas et al., 1997; Frassinetti et al., 2001;
Harding and Riddoch, 2009). Here we have shown that this
treatment transiently modulates also the body schema which is
disturbed in representational personal neglect. Currently we do
not know whether it is also possible to obtain longer-lasting
effects. Therefore, we will have to leave it to future research to
determine whether limb-activation can be used as a treatment for
personal neglect.
FIGURE 3 | Mean error rates (%) in the hands-test during Baseline,
Limb Activation, and Alertness conditions for depicted left hands
(left bars) and depicted right hands (right bars). Error bars indicate
standard errors of the mean (SEM).

analyses examining that effect revealed a significant reduction
of misidentifications of left hands only during limb activation
and no reduction during alertness cueing (both compared to the
baseline). Third, there was a significant difference between limb
activation and alertness cueing reflecting a greater reduction of
misidentifications during limb activation. Therefore, it cautiously
can be concluded that limb activation possibly has an advantage
over alertness cueing in manipulating the disturbed identification
of left hands in neglect patients. On the one hand, this result suggests that the body schema for left-sided body parts can be activated, at least in part, and therefore appears to be basically intact
and accessible rather than completely destroyed. On the other
hand, the results indicate that this activation has to be specifically body-related. An unspecific elevation of non-spatial alertness
appears to be insufficient to alleviate the impairments in body
representation observed in our small sample. However, as our
results are not unambiguous and the lack of significance of the
Treatment × Hand-Side interaction possibly is due to the small
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